Grow your business at scale, worldwide
Alternate messaging platforms have a limit on the maximum number of devices you can connect. Akamai offers a highly scalable, highly distributed, and globally available intelligent edge messaging solution, so you can add new models each year without capacity planning concerns.

Significantly reduce cost and complexity of your in-car apps
Limits on the number of data points and message size can prevent sending large files like navigational map microtiles, requiring automakers to break them up in smaller sets. This results in additional cost and complexity. Akamai can send file sizes up to 256 MB, allowing large data content within one message.

Delight your customers with guaranteed message delivery
Cars are seldom driven 24 hours a day. Device messages need to be retained within the system to ensure they are delivered when the car is reconnected to the network. Akamai retains messages for seven days, allowing even weekend-only sports cars to get your critical messages.

Enhance safety, security, and reliability of your cars with real-time performance
Critical emergency messages in Smart City applications require high security and guaranteed delivery to a large number of connected cars. The Akamai Intelligent Edge Platform and its state-of-the-art security technology enable real-time messages, in the right order, with a global 100% reliability guarantee.

Learn more at akamai.com/edgecloud